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🚨Dealer Spotlight: All Temp Heating & Air 
Conditioning!  
All Temp has been serving their community since 
1946. We’re proud to partner with them to help 
homeowners make their homes Green & Smart! 🌱💸  

📍To learn more about our Dealer program, visit the 
link in our bio!
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“From the contractor who installed it, to the unit, to the 
wireless thermostat: totally in love with it!”   
-Jenn F., HVAC customer 

Thanks for the support, Jenn! 💚   

We love partnering with HVAC pros to bring their 
customers Green & Smart tech that saves money and 
the environment! 💸🌱  

📍To learn more about our innovative HVAC tech and 
Dealer program, visit link in bio!
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Ecoer’s Smart Service System notifies you of system or 
component failures so that you can anticipate your 
customer’s needs before they contact you with a 
problem! ✅👨🔧  

📍To learn more about our innovative Green & Smart 
HVAC tech, visit link in bio!
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🚨Dealer Spotlight: Collins Mechanical, LLC! 

Collins Mechanical has been serving their community 
for over 30 years. We’re proud to partner with them to 
help homeowners make their homes Green & Smart! 
🌱💸  

📍To learn more about our Dealer program, visit the 
link in our bio!
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What an upgrade 🙌   

Have you installed one of our units recently? If so, 
comment with a tag to your company or personal 
page so we can see— and maybe even share to our 
feed 😉  

📍Visit the link in our bio to learn more about Ecoer!
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Ecoer’s IoT Smart Gateway System lets you stay 
connected to your clients though remote system 
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Ecoer’s 10 year limited warranty covers all 
components included in the heat pump system at the 
time of manufacture. Now, with the partnership of 
Premier Comfort, the agreement includes monitoring, 
parts, and labor. ✅👨🔧  
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What’s a good SEER ratio for your HVAC system? The 
one that makes your home comfortable, using the 
least amount of energy 💸🌱  

Check out our blog on How to Maximize Energy 
Efficiency with HVAC Systems! Link in bio.
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🚨Dealer Spotlight: Advanced Mechanical!  
AMS has been providing service to Middlesex County 
and Worcester County since 1996. We’re proud to 
partner with them to help homeowners make their 
homes Green & Smart! 🌱💸  

📍To learn more about our Dealer program, visit the 
link in our bio!
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“Our two systems have been working flawlessly, both 
during heating and cooling seasons. The electricity 
bills have been reduced significantly ever since!”   
-Andreas G., on Facebook 

Thanks for the support, Andreas! 💚   

We love partnering with HVAC pros to bring their 
customers Green & Smart tech that saves money and 
the environment! 💸🌱  

📍To learn more about our innovative HVAC tech and 
Dealer program, visit link in bio!
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How loud is too loud? Research suggests that the safe 
exposure limit to sound is 85 decibels for 8 hours a 
day. Any more than this, and it may cause permanent 
hearing damage.  

Ecoer’s inverter technology keeps your home quiet 
and comfortable at a 56dB level, keeping your loved 
ones safe and your energy bills down 🤫💸  

📍Visit link in bio to learn more!
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Homeowners can relax knowing that the Ecoer IoT 
Smart Gateway will alert their contractor of any system 
failures or maintenance needed through the Smart 
Service Pro App! 📲  
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04/26

🚨Dealer Spotlight: Minnick’s! 
Minnick’s has been family-owned for 3 generations. 
We’re proud to partner with them to help 
homeowners make their homes Green & Smart! 🌱💸  

📍To learn more about our Dealer program, visit the 
link in our bio!
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Thanks to our self-learning load programming, Ecoer’s 
inverter system can reduce annual utility bills up to 
50% compared to older 10 SEER systems. Ecoer 
systems provide the greatest indoor comfort at the 
most affordable price. 

📍Visit the link in our bio to learn more about our 
innovative HVAC tech!
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most affordable price. 

📍To learn more about our innovative HVAC tech: 
https://www.ecoer.com/why-ecoer/
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Does your home have a smart thermostat? Check out 
our blog about how Energy Efficiency and Smart 
Thermostats Go Hand in Hand! Link in bio.
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Thursday 
04/29

We work with local HVAC pros to bring their clients 
the best Green & Smart HVAC tech, with a local and 
personal touch ❤👨🔧  

📍To learn more about our Dealer program, or to find 
a Certified Dealer near you, visit link in bio!
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04/30

“I have noticed the savings on our bill, and it's very 
quiet. We are very pleased with our system, and highly 
recommend it to any one!”   
-Cesar A., on Google 

Thanks for the support, Cesar! 💚   

We love partnering with HVAC pros to bring their 
customers Green & Smart tech that saves money and 
the environment! 💸🌱  

📍To learn more about our innovative HVAC tech and 
Dealer program, visit link in bio!
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